
Green 10 Villas at Finca 
Cortesin
Ibiza 

To Book, call +44(0)203 432 7784

Elegant surroundings, pampering on 
tap, a pool all to yourself and a good 
dose of sunshine. It’s a combination 
pretty much guaranteed to ensure 
you return from your holiday 
with both body and soul feeling 
rejuvenated.

Green 10 Villas in Marbella are set in 
the grounds of the highly exclusive 
Finca Cortesin Hotel, named after 
the acclaimed greens of the golf 
course on which they take prime 
position. Not one, but four of these 
luxury villas are available for the 
ultimate summer sojourn in Spain, 
with magnificent views of the Sierra 
Bermeja mountain range.  A perfect 
blend of privacy, but with all the 
services of a 5* hotel at your beck 
and call, you can enjoy your own 
private bolthole, but at the same 
time take advantage of the hotel’s 
stunning facilities, which include a 
luxury spa and one of the best golf 
courses in the world.

There are several restaurants an 
easy walk (or buggy ride) from 
the villas - everything from laid-
back Italian to top notch Japanese 
fare. In the mornings an a la carte 
breakfast is served at El Jardin 
restaurant to set you up for 
whatever the day has in store - 
waterskiing, horse riding or maybe 
a dip in the pool and an afternoon in 

What we love...

We love the balance of having your own private villa but with all of the facilities 
of a renowned, 5* hotel on your doorstep.
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the spa with a good book.

Green 10 Villas have a very zen feel 
to them. It’s almost impossible not 
to relax here. Bright rooms, flooded 
with light are decorated in a neutral 
palette of whites to maximise the 
feeling of space, while pale woods 
and wicker furniture add to the airy 
feel. Bold botanical art prints on the 
walls and geometric patterned soft 
furnishings bring splashes of colour.

The five, (and in one villa, six), en-
suite bedrooms have been designed 
with your ultimate comfort in mind 
- the perfect retreat for some peace, 
quiet and uninterrupted sleep. And 
behind the traditional Spanish white 
exterior and old-fashioned comforts, 
the villas also have an impressively 
modern side, with contemporary 
interior design and plenty of gadgets 
to make life easier.

With so much to do at Finca 
Cortestin, you will be hard pressed 
to decide between a stop at the 
snow cave and heated indoor pool 
of the spa, a game of tennis or 
a workout in the vast gym. For a 
relaxing evening, wander out onto 
the outdoor deck to sit by the pool 
with a drink or simply kick back 
with friends or family and enjoy the 
wonderful views of the sea and the 
striking mountain range.  



Rooms

Green 10 Villas sleep 10 people 
across five bedrooms, (or 12 people 
across six bedrooms in one of the 
four villas). Each bedroom has an 
en-suite bathroom. Two master 
bedrooms have a safe. Three 
bedrooms come with twin beds and 
two with king-sized doubles.

Please note one of the four villas 
has 6 bedrooms available, in which 
there are  2 master suites and 4 
twin rooms.

Eating

On arrival you’ll enjoy a welcome 
drink and Spanish tapas reception 
overlooking the majestic mountains, 
to set the tone for your holiday.

Daily a la carte breakfast in the 
hotel’s El Jardin restaurant is 
included each morning to set you up 
for whatever the day has in store, 
and there’s always a seasonal fruit 
bowl and bottled water in the villa 
for everyone.

The hotel has several restaurants 
spoiling you for choice. As well 
as El Jardin, the main restaurant 
specialising in traditional Spanish 
dishes which is open for breakfast 
and dinner, there is also Kabuki Raw, 
where Japanese and Mediterranean 
dishes are fused effortlessly (dinner 
only and seasonal opening).

Experience an exquisite atmosphere 
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at lunch time at Pool 35 Restaurant, 
where a daily market menu with 
the fresh produce is cooked in a 
Josper Basque Grill and a Monolith 
Kamado Grill, delivering the best in 
Mediterranean cuisine.

A nod to a European neighbour, Don 
Giovanni is an Italian eatery open 
for dinner in summer, recreating 
the authentic taste of century old, 
traditional dishes that only get 
better with age.

For a light dish, salad or sandwich, 
take a seat in the Blue Bar, or 
savour a classic cocktail in the 
Moroccan and Indian inspired 
lounges.

Or if you prefer the sound of the 
ocean to accompany your meal, 
head to the hotel’s very own beach 
club for fresh seafood dishes and 
crisp salads, with sun loungers on 
the water’s edge for you to doze off 
after a hearty afternoon dining.
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Kids

Families will find so much to keep 
them busy at Finca Cortesin. As 
well as your own private pool in 
which the kids can make a splash, 
the hotel has one indoor pool, and 
three outdoor pools, as well as a 
magnificent beach club. Children 
are made very welcome at the 
hotel. Cots can be arranged on 
request and 2 hours of baby sitting 
is provided free of charge for up to 
2 children when staying in the villas 
for 7 nights or more.

Older children can get stuck into 
some of the many activities on offer, 
from kite-surfing to horse-riding 
tennis and sailing. And, of course, in 
winter you can even ski.

Location
Green 10 Villas at Finca Cortesin 
are part of the Hotel Finca Cortesin 
estate, which is set between 
Marbella and Sotogrande.

The nearest airport is Malaga, which 
is a 40 minute drive away.
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Staff

Firefly pre-arrival concierge service

Villa staff include:
Twice daily housekeeping
Baby sitter (2 hours per day for up 
to 2 children)

Guests of the villa enjoy all the 
services of the hotel.

Additional staff such as a private 
chef, personal trainer and beauty 
therapists can be arranged upon 
request.

Facilities

Private pool
Spacious garden
Parking for 2 cars
Fully equipped kitchen
Four seater electric buggy on 
request
Beach club access and shuttle
Spa and gym access
Access to tennis courts
Mini bar and safes
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